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Sample Team Charter. â•– Purpose Statement and Team Objectives. This team has been formed to complete XYZ
assignment as part of Course ###. Our overall.

You also now have a team that knows their contributions are valid. Being extra-thoughtful and deliberate as
you pick your team can also pay dividends, even though many teams are formed by default due to location or
function. Desired End Result â€” This provides an opportunity to begin with the end in mind. Supporting
Resources â€” The supporting resources almost always include other people that were not assigned as team
members but still add value toward the overall purpose. It is developed early during the forming of the team.
In fact, a team charter is one of the top 6 factors to have been shown to contribute to successful team
collaboration. A super-clear mission and list of objectives. A well-developed team charter creates clear
expectations. It may list departments included or excluded. Are there any other teams or individuals that need
to be represented or consulted during the project? Signatures and Approvals Some of those items may seem
pro forma, and you may be tempted to skip a team charter altogether or give it short shrift. You want it to be
clear and memorable â€” but also specific enough to guide team members as they get to work. A good roles
and responsibilities matrix will outline who is responsible for project management activities, who key
stakeholders are in which areas, who the executive sponsor is, and the individual team members responsible
for key deliverables. Usually this means items such as: Meeting guidelines. The charter also provides the
information needed to reduce the risk of rework, enabling the team to get it right the first time. By considering
the KPIs at this stage, immeasurable deliverables are eliminated early. Reporting Plan â€” This defines how
the team will communicate progress. And nothing beats the clarity of marrying project outcomes with a
budget. Being diligent here can really pay off. It can help to efficiently solve problems that frequently come up
during a projectâ€¦and it may even help keep problems from forming. When these questions are answered up
front, teams and management get to see how the team contributes to the bigger picture. Do you know what can
banish scope creep or at least tame it? First, it serves as a source for the team members to illustrate the focus
and direction of the team. By defining the desired end result, the magnitude of the change becomes evident.
Ready to get started? A team charter is a document that is developed in a group setting that clarifies team
direction while establishing boundaries. The charter should be developed in a group session to encourage
understanding and buy-in. Other resources are dependent on the team activities blue prints, meeting rooms,
travel budgets, corporate authority, software, etc. The reporting plan should establish the frequency of
reporting as well as content. The scope, while setting parameters, also helps the team leader s easily identify
tasks that are outside of the scope, minimizing scope creep.


